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With the global rise of Web 2.0 a completely new type of business models—business platforms has arisen and 

nowadays Amazon, Apple, Google, Facebook are convincingly taking over the lead in global business world 

(Simon, 2011). These four flagship business platforms are followed by countless other platforms in all spheres of 

business and contemporary life (eBay, Airbnb, Uber, etc.). However, the MBA study courses that could cover all 

sides of business platform microeconomics and explain their enormous economical success are rarely provided in 

Europe and still not existed in many countries including Latvia. This paper describes the author’s research of 

specific microeconomics characteristics of business platforms, the different ways of thinking in marketing, 

competition and money making strategies in business platforms, platform business determinants, detailed 

comparison of traditional (“pipe”) business models and business platforms, the strengths and weaknesses of 

platform business models. As the result of this research, author has elaborated the original MBA study 

course—“Business Platform Microeconomics” and its detailed plan is attached in references of this paper1. In 

conclusions, author expressed how specifics of business platform microeconomics define completely different main 

components of the business model in business platforms in comparison to traditional “pipe” type business models, 

what is explaining the enormous economic success of this new business model—business platforms. 

Keywords: business platforms, traditional “pipe” type business models, non-linear value increase, interaction 

instead production, orchestration instead command & control, co-creation of products and services 

Introduction 

Business platforms are the world’s most valuable companies. In 2018 by market value, Microsoft, Apple, 

Amazon and Aplphabet (owner of Google since 2015), Facebook, Alibaba (China), and Tencent (China) have 

market capitalization of 5 trillion U$. Nearly 200 “unicorns”—start-ups, follow these flagships: with a market 

value of more than 1 billion U$ each. Among these start-ups 60%-70% are business platforms (ANT Financial 

(owned by Alibaba), Uber, DidiChusing (China), Airbnb, etc.) (Cusumano, Gawer, & Yoffie, 2019). 

How a relatively small number of these companies—business platforms came to gain a huge impact on 

people personal, professional, and even political lives? How these platforms were able to start controlling 

information flows as well as a large number of products and services in the whole world? How these 

market-dominated companies—business platforms are different or similar to those powerful multinational 
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corporations that dominated before in the recent past? These are not simply rhetorical questions. In the near 

future, it can be expected that exactly digital business platforms and associated ecosystems will be those 

through which people will organize new information technologies, such as: artificial intelligence, virtual reality, 

the Internet of Things, healthcare information, quantum computing, etc. 

Theoretical Approach 

Software “Eats” the World—Core Principle of Platform Business Model 

Software has existed for decades, but its ability to “eat” the world, i.e., to intervene and reorganize 

traditional industries and areas of life, has become an obvious and undoubted fact in the last 15 years with the 

rise of Web 2.0. Software has already “eaten” most of media, telecommunications businesses, professional 

services, including retail business and now is growing up to “eat”—banking, healthcare, education, energy, 

transport, etc., businesses—expanding into almost all areas of life. 

Business platforms are exactly the companies that use software to “eat” the world. The core principle of 

the platform business model is the creation and promotion of interactions between platform participants and 

not internal production of products or services. Business platforms primarily benefit not from internal 

production but from: the open interaction of the wide range platform participants and open market cooperation 

(Choudary, 2015). 

Platform business model in the global world is driven by three main forces: the increasing potential for 

global contacts, the increasing decentralized production on a global scale, the growing role of artificial 

intelligence in business sphere. Platforms provide a plug-and-play business infrastructure where different 

business companies and individuals from the whole world (outside the platform) can easily and simply: join the 

platform (“plug” in the platform), create and develop their products and services on the platform (“play” on the 

platform),co-create and increase the value of their products and services (“use” the platform) with other 

platform participants including the end-users of these products and services. Business platforms enable and 

facilitate efficient interactions between producers and customers in a way that they both can co-create and 

increase the value of products and services by using platform business model infrastructure—what delivers 

benefits to producers, customers, and platforms. Platforms allow all their participants to co-create and change 

the value of the product or service, what is not taking place in traditional businesses (Tiwana, 2014). 

Methodology 

In this research we are concentrating mainly on analysis of micro economical side of business platform 

characteristics; however in our elaborated MBA study course we have included also the parts of platform, 

application (app), and interfaces (API) characterizations, which are more directed in the IT sphere. 

To obtain the results and come to conclusions about the specifics of microeconomics of business platforms, 

the main emphasis in this research was put on the analysis of differences of traditional (“pipe” type) and 

business platform business models. 

Results 

Microeconomics Characteristics of Business Platforms 

Our analysis shows that business platforms bring together individuals and businesses that they can 

innovate and interact in ways that would not otherwise be possible. This results in a non-linear increase in 
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value in platforms, which is delivered by much wider and faster business scaling with effectively usage the 

network effects in platforms as in traditional business models, where the total value increases lineary (additively) 

(Claire & Reillier, 2017). 

The value in platforms can be increased in a non-linear way, because each new platform participant, who 

is delivering his innovation (producer) or consuming innovation through platform (end-user), can connect with 

all other platform and get benefit from innovationsof products and services that are already available in the 

platform network and created by other participants. The network effect expresses as the positive feedback that is 

generated by linking, connecting different producers, end-users, and other market participants with each other 

in the platform. 

We Need a Different Approach in Competition, Marketing, and Money—Making in Business Platforms 

Business platforms, which are building their business by using network effects, require a different way of 

thinking in marketing dynamics and competition strategy compared to traditional business models. Platform 

businesses have also different ways how to make money,because they donot basically sell individual 

(standalone) products or services directly.The more important thing in the platform market is that you have the 

best platformand not the best product, what you are offering through this platform.For example Apple 

Macintosh, was a better computer compared to the early PC, who used DOS or Windows, both in use and in 

design elegance. Despite these strengths, though, Mac’s market share never reached even 10% in the past 30 

years because it wasnot the best platform. 

It has to be emphasized that not every traditional industry that has switched to a platform strategy from 

separate (standalone) product or service strategy has chosen the best way to win competitors and get the most 

profit in this industry sphere.The platform strategy should prevail over a single product (service) strategy 

if:there are opportunities to “knock out” (obtain) innovations, created by external (outside of platform) 

companies and individuals in order to increase the common value; it is more economic valuable to promote 

transactions of products and services than to maintain and use company’s assets to produce products and 

services directly. 

Who Are the Platform Business Determinants 

Involve many market sides. Platforms provide products or services by bringing together two or more 

market players (sellers and buyers, application (apps) producers, advertizers etc.) who would otherwise be 

unable such easily interact with each other.Different market sides of platform offer the potential to generate 

revenues for platform business without direct producing products or providing services by platforms 

themselves. Platforms can access different market sides to replace contracts with traditional suppliers, to 

replace investments in the internal capacity and capability of the company, to replace buying and maintaining 

company’s assets.For example, Apple, Google, and Microsoft,Facebookdid not build its own engineering teams 

but paid to third-party suppliers who have created millions of software applications operating on these 

platforms (however,some apps have also created by the platforms themselves).Uber, Lift, DidiChuxing, and 

Airbnbhave never beenowners of cars or apartments (Claire& Reillier, 2017). 

Generate network effects. The unique nature of network effects in platforms is that the value obtained by 

one platform participant (producer or user) by using a product or service offered by the platform increases: if 

more other platform participants are using the same product or service offered by platform, if more innovations 

areappearing in the platform.If the network effect is strong, it results as a non-linear increase in both the value 
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of the use of the platform and its applicability.For example, powerful feedback loops boosted 

Facebook’sgrowth to more than two billion users in just a few years. If the user attracts (links) another user to 

the platform, it is creating “direct” or “one-side” network effect. The same is with producers. But, if the 

participants of one side of the platform attract the participants of the other side of platform (for example, users 

attract producers or advertisers or vice versa), the network effect is“indirect” or “cross-side” effect.This 

illustrates why the platform business scale is so closely linked to networked effects. 

The Results From Economic Comparison of Platforms and Non-Platforms in the Same Industrial Category 

The economic difference appears in the following indicators: 

1. Platforms employ twice less people as non-platforms. 

2. Platforms have higher operational profits. 

3. Platforms have much higher market value. 

4. Platforms have higher ratio equity to sales. 

5. Platforms spend significantly more funds for R&D,sales, marketing, and administration. 

6. Platforms have more rapid growth of revenue and market value for the same time period. 

Our Comparison Between Traditional (“Pipe”) Business Models and Business Platforms 

Traditional “Pipe” Business Models 

The “pipe” model appears almost in any field of the business industry sphere.A traditional production, 

supply, and consumption chain operates as “pipe”.Each product comes “through a pipe” in direction from its 

producer to its consumer, where during the product movement through the “pipe” certain part of value is added 

to the product.Service companies also work as “pipe”—type business models:They aggregate resources for 

carrying out services and deliver these services to the customer.For example, traditional media—television, 

radio and newspapers—are “pipe-type” business models, where the content (news,entertainment, etc.) is 

“pushed” through the “pipe” to consumers.All “pipe-type” business models provide a linear movement of value 

from producerto one or more consumers.Linear companies in business literature are described as input/output 

businesses or as “pipes”,thanks to their business linear nature (Claire& Reillier, 2017).In 1985, Porter has 

divided a company’s activities (see Figure 1). 

The traditional business model of linear company gains a competitive advantage by carrying out two types 

(primary and support) of activities, either:by doing them at low cost (low cost strategy), or by uniquely creating 

a higher value of the product (in comparison to others) and setting a premium price for this product. 

Platform Business Model—“Rocket” Model 

To establish a multisided business platform requires a lot of energy—like “to launch a rocket into space” 

(see Figure 2).To start a business platform, one needs:to “recruit”(attract) at least two sides of the market,to 

promote development, and to do marketing for each side of market. To start a business platform basicallymeans 

to “start” two companies at the same time. It is a complicated obstacle that doesnot exist in traditional“pipe” 

type business models! Besides of this, it is obligatory to scale the platform’s participant basethat it hasreached a 

critical mass on both market sides of the platform. 

Platform business model is a high-level functional model based on the company’s core activities to 

servesimultaneously multisided markets.For that business platformmodel typicallyconsists of following 

components: 
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 tomatch these two sides of the market—to achieve the interaction between both market sides of the 

platform. For example,Airbnbplatform is introducing “guests” to “hosts”, who are offering residential areas in 

the appropriate sites and at the appropriate time.The effective matching must meet the needs of the platform 

participants, to be timely effective and to provide the correct amount and depth of information. 

 to allow both sides of the market to connect each other—platform participants often want to share 

additional information before they make a transactions with each other within the framework of the 

platform.For example, on the eBay platform, buyers often are asking sellers specific questions about their 

offered for sale items beforebuyers purchase them. At the same time platforms have to ensure that their 

connecting function does not promote to the risk of “leakage” (i.e., when platform participants decide to carry 

out transactions outside the platform after contacted each other inside the platform). 

 to enable both sides of the market to carry out transactions—from all interactions carried out on platforms 

the core interactions are transactions, in which the product or service proposed on platform is “changing 

hands”—they are money deals (sell-purchase acts) between producers and end-users. Exactlytransactions are 

bringing revenues to the platforms in very different ways but mostly as commission fees from enabling each 

transaction to happen on the platform. Thetransactions monetize platforms. For example: such as 

selling-purchasing on Amazon, eBay,etc., finding a successful employee on LinkedIn, clicking 

Google-sponsored Ad review, Ads (with likes) in Facebook, selling-purchasing applications (apps) on Apple 

iOS etc. 

Platforms apply very different pricing models to their participants: not charging for services (provided by 

platforms), not charging temporarily for services (trial period),charging others for financing free platform 

services, charging others for financing free platform services, charging only when a transaction occurs on the 

platform, charging a listing fee, requiring a membership fee independent of transactions. 

For example,Apple keeps 30% of revenue driven by each sale of apps in a market that generates billions of 

dollars by Apple teaming up with hundreds of thousands of external partners (app creators and developers) 

from the whole world. 

To succeed in unprecendent sales of apps, Apple has already paid about 2.5 billion U$ to its external 

partners—app creators,who deploy their apps in Apple’s iOS platform.Google keeps approximately 20%  

from each transaction. In 2017 Google Annual report showed that the lion’s share of revenues came      

from advertising that involves also selling of apps, in-app purchases, digital content products on both Google 

and YouTube networks, licensing and service commissions (including fees for services provided by Google 

Cloud). 

In 2015 Facebook announced that two million active advertising donors on this platform have been 

reached, while 2016 number of active advertising donors is already three million (70% of them outside the US). 

Amazon commission fees are different but in average 15% from each sales-purchase transaction. 

EBay commission fees from each transaction are around 10%. 

The business platform “wealth secret” is that they are charging transaction fees from the whole world!!! 

How Platform Business Differ From Traditional Product and Service Businesses 

Platform business can:cost effectivelytarget different market micro segments, create potentially 

sustainable and continuous revenue streams,and offer opportunities to maintain higher profit margins in 

comparison to traditional product and services businesses in the same markets. 
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The unique cost structure of the business platform allows:to set essentially asymmetric prices for the 

different parties of the users of the platform, to disperse the places where innovation (apps) is created. 

Platforms offer the potential for economics of scale for platform owners and participants that far exceed 

that in products and services. In both mass markets and “long tails” through massive customization, the 

end-users of the platform can capture a large extent of the market. Platforms offer distinctive ways of “locking 

in” customers andpotentially transform a one-time—lump sale model for products into a service—like model 

with a regular revenue stream. 

The diversity of the platform participants is what makes the platform-based thinking as its biggest strength 

but at the same time it is also the biggest challenge to management of platform business. Specialization requires 

each participant of the platform to focus directly and deeply on their unique capabilities and on leveraging 

those of others. This requires the platform owner to maintain a delicate balance between:granting innovation 

producers (apps developers) a sufficient autonomy and no compromising on integration of these innovations 

(apps) into the platform.Platform management is fundamentally different from product and service 

management,because it requires: to exercise control without full ownership, to perform “orchestration” 

management without absolute authority,to define the direction without sufficient experience from the platform 

owner.Traditional product/service business management requirements for business owner are not applicable to 

platform owners. 

The Strengths and Weaknesses of Platform Business Models 

Traditional business modelsare often better suited to serve specific consumer groups thanks to improved 

control over the entire value chain and the ability to monitor (curate) product selection (even by combining 

“bundling” complementary products).That is what platforms cannot manage so effectively.Traditional business 

models also give full control over a consumer experience from start to finish—which platforms cannot 

provide.The platform business models provide a unique opportunity to manage costs and “tackle the long tail of 

products and services”.Platforms enable the marketopening for successful producers. Platforms also scale 

quickly and, if the critical mass is reached, they are able to connect large groups and communities from 

“platform participants” (Parker, 2016). This is often achieved on the basis of relatively complex management, 

governance decisions, trade-offs and arbitrage, which are more sophisticated in comparison to traditional 

business models. 

The main results of our research are aggregated in the content of our new elaborated MBA study 

course—“Business Platform Microeconomics”, consisting of 11 lectures and three practical seminars (32 

academic hours), which detailed study plan is presented in website2. 

Conclusions 

Specifics of microeconomics manifest in a completely different platform business model main components 

in comparison to traditional “pipe” business models: 

 value creation—as “plug and play” approach is a collective effort, based mainly on interactions between 

platform participants (producers and users) and is not based only on controlling and using of physical and 

human assets etc. Unlike traditional model, companies platforms are not the producers of products or services 

by controlling the whole value chain and customer experience. 
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 marketing—platforms need completely different strategies for marketing plans (by using adWord 

(Google),likes (Facebook), etc.); they have exact possibilities to reach target markets, to measure 

targeted,aggregated customer reactions to marketing measures etc. 

 sales—platforms have enormous scaling of sales process (Amazon Marketplaces etc.) andsolvethe “long 

tail” problem, customers reactivation etc., by using network effects. 

 finances—platforms have much more different price setting scales, different splitting of “revenue pies” by 

taking commission fees from “the whole world”. 

 H&R management—platforms have acompletely new type of attracting external employees (app 

developers etc.), orchestrating approachinstead of classical command-control system in traditional business 

models. 

 organizational structure—is based on alignment of platform architecture (partitioning, decoupling, system 

integration, modularity,API standardization) and governance (gate keeping, splitting of decision rights, etc.). 
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